# Historical Fiction 18th & 19th Centuries

**Smith, Wilbur**  
1. When The Lion Feeds  
2. The Sound Of Thunder  
3. A Sparrow Falls  

**Courtney 1**  
1. The Burning Shore  
2. Power Of The Sword  
3. Rage  
4. Golden Fox  
5. A Time To Die  

**Courtney 2**  
1. The Burning Shore  
2. Power Of The Sword  
3. Rage  
4. Golden Fox  
5. A Time To Die  

**Courtney 3**  
1. Birds Of Prey  
2. Monsoon  
3. The Triumph Of The Sun  
4. Assegai  
5. War Cry  

**1701 A.D.—1800 A.D.**

**Abidi, Azhar**  
Passarola Rising  

**Allende, Isabel**  
Island Beneath The Sea  

**Bell, Madison Smartt**  
Haitian Rebellion  
1. All Souls’ Rising  
2. Master Of The Crossroads  
3. The Stone That The Builder Refused  

**Bittner, Rosanne**  
American West  
1. Into The Wilderness: The Long Hunters  
2. Into The Valley: The Settlers  
3. Into The Prairie: The Pioneers  

**Byrd, Max**  
Jefferson  

**Chevalier, Tracy**  
Burning Bright  

**Christie, Sally**  
Mistresses Of Versailles  
1. The Sisters Of Versailles  
2. The Rivals Of Versailles  
3. The Enemies Of Versailles  

**Cooper, James Fenimore**  
The Leatherstocking Tales  
*series is list by chronological date with the publication dates in ( )*  
1. The Deerslayer (1841)  
2. The Last Of The Mohicans (1826)  
3. The Pathfinder (1840)  
4. The Pioneers (1823)  
5. The Prairie (1827)  

**Coyle, Harold**  
Savage Wilderness  

**Deschamps, Fanny**  
The King’s Garden  

**Dickens, Charles**  
A Tale Of Two Cities  

**Dietrich, William**  
Ethan Gate  
1. Napoleon’s Pyramid  
2. The Rosetta Key  
3. The Dakota Cipher  
4. The Barbary Pirates  
5. The Emerald Storm  
6. The Three Emperors  
7. The Trojan Icon  

**Donati, Sara**  
Bonner Family  
1. Into The Wilderness  
2. Dawn On A Distant Shore  
3. Lake In The Clouds  
4. Fire Along The Sky  
5. Queen Of Swords  
6. The Endless Forest  

**Donoghue, Emma**  
Life Mask  
Slammerkin  

**Dumas, Alexandre**  
The Three Musketeers  

**Fletcher, Inglis**  
Lusty Wind For Carolina  

**Follett, Ken**  
A Place Called Freedom  

**Freeman, Anna**  
The Fair Fight  

**Gee, Sophie**  
The Scandal Of The Season  

**Graham, Winston**  
Poldark  
1. Ross Poldark  
2. Demelza  
3. Jeremy Poldark  
4. Warleggan  
5. The Black Moon  
6. The Four Swans  
7. The Angry Tide  
8. The Stranger From The Sea  
9. The Miller’s Dance  
10. The Loving Cup  
11. The Twisted Sword  
12. Bella Poldark  

**Gregory, Philippa**  
A Respectable Trade  

**Wideacre**  
1. Wideacre  
2. The Favored Child  
3. Meridon  

**Gulland, Sandra**  
Josephine Bonaparte  
1. The Many Lives And Secret Sorrows Of Josephine B.  
2. Tales Of Passion, Tales Of Woe  
3. The Last Great Dance On Earth  

**Gunning, Sally**  
The Widow’s War  

**Gyasi, Yaa**  
Homegoing  

**Haeger, Diane**  
The Secret Wife Of King George IV  

**Hambly, Barbara**  
Patriot Hearts  

**Hart, Elsa**  
Li Du  
1. Jade Dragon Mountain  
2. The White Mirror  
3. City Of Ink (2018)  

**Higgs, Liz Curtis**  
Here Burns My Candle  
1. Here Burns My Candle  
2. Mine Is The Night  

**Hill, Lawrence**  
Someone Knows My Name  

**Hodgson, Antonia**  
The Last Confession Of Thomas Hawkins  

**Jakes, John**  
Charleston  

**Keneally, Thomas**  
The Playmaker  

**King, Ross**  
Domino  

**Koen, Karleen**  
Barbara Devane (Prequel) Dark Angels  
1. Through A Glass Darkly  
2. Now Face To Face  

**Laker, Rosalind**  
The Venetian Mask  

**Liss, David**  
The Whiskey Rebels  

**Benjamin Weaver**  
1. A Conspiracy Of Paper  
2. A Spectacle Of Corruption  

*The Fort Smith Public Library does not currently have the books in italics.*
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3. The Devil’s Company
   MacDonald, Malcolm
   The Silver Highways

Martin, S.I.
   Incomparable World

McCullough, Colleen
   Morgan’s Run

McMahon, Katherine
   The Alchemist’s Daughter

Meacham, Leila
   Titans

Moser, Nancy
   Mozart’s Sister

Moss, Robert
   Fire Along The Sky
   The Firekeeper
   The Interpreter

Nevin, David
   Eagle’s Cry

Nguyen, Kien
   Le Colonial

Orczy, Baroness Emmuska
   The Scarlet Pimpernel

Plaidy, Jean
   The Georgian Saga
   1. The Princess Of Celle
   2. Queen In Waiting
   3. Caroline, The Queen
   4. The Prince And The Quakeress
   5. The Third George
   6. Perdita’s Prince
   7. Sweet Lass Of Richmond Hill
   8. Indiscretions Of The Queen
   9. The Regent’s Daughter
   10. Goddess Of The Green Room
   11. Victoria In The Wings

Pyncheon, Thomas
   Mason & Dixon

Redfern, Elizabeth
   The Music Of Spheres

Reyn, Irina
   The Imperial Wife

Robertson, Imogen
   Crowther And Westerman Mysteries
   1. Instruments of Darkness
   2. Anatomy Of Murder
   3. Islands Of Bone
   4. Circle Of Shadows
   5. Theft Of Life

Statham, Hazel
   Consequence

Stirling, Jessica
   Lantern For The Dark

Stockley, Philippa
   A Factory Of Cunning

Thane, Elswyth
   Women Of Williamsburg
   *this series starts in the 18th century and ends in the 20th century
   1. Dawn’s Early Light
   2. Yankee Stranger
   3. Ever After
   4. The Light Heart
   5. Kissing Kin
   6. This Was Tomorrow
   7. Homing

Williams, Philip Lee
   The True And Authentic History Of Jenny Dorset

1801 A.D.—1900 A.D.

Alexander, Tamera
   Belle Meade Plantation
   1. To Whisper Her Name
   2. To Win Her Favor
   3. To Wager Her Heart

Belmont Mansion
   1. A Lasting Impression
   2. A Beauty So Rare
   3. A Note Yet Unsung

Timber Ridge Reflections
   1. From A Distance
   2. Beyond This Moment
   3. Within My Heart

Alexander, Tasha
   Lady Emily
   1. And Only To Deceive
   2. A Poisoned Season
   3. A Fatal Waltz
   4. Tears Of Pearl
   5. Dangerous To Know
   6. A Crimson Warning
   7. Death In The Floating City
   8. Behind The Shattered Glass
   9. The Counterfeit Heiress
   10. The Adventuress
   11. A Terrible Beauty
   12. Death In St. Petersburg (2017)

Allende, Isabel
   Del Valle Family
   1. Daughter Of Fortune
   2. Portrait In Sepia

Askew, Rilla
   The Mercy Seat

Atwood, Margaret
   Alias Grace

Bailey, Martine
   A Taste For Nightshade

Ballantine, David
   Chalk’s Woman

Battle, Lois
   Storyville

Bauman, Jon R.
   Santa Fe Passage

Beauregard, Mark
   The Whale: A Love Story

Behrens, Peter
   The Law Of Dreams

Berg, Elizabeth
   The Dream Lover

Blake, James Carlos
   Wildwood Boys

Blake, Michael
   Marching To Valhalla: A Novel Of Custer’s Last Days

Dancing With Wolves
   1. Dances With Wolves
   2. The Holy Road

Bonner, Cindy
   McDade Series
   1. Lily
   2. Looking After Lily
   3. Sister Dellie
   4. The Passion Of Dellie O’Barr
   5. Right From Wrong

Boyne, Walter J.
   Dawn Over Kitty Hawk

Brennert, Alan
   Molokai

Brill, Amy
   The Movement Of The Stars

Brown, Dee Alexander
   Killdeer Mountain
   The Way To Bright Star

Buck, Pearl
   Peony

Burke, James Lee
   White Doves At Morning

Busch, Frederick
   The Night Inspector

Byrd, Max
   Grant
   Jackson
   Shooting The Sun

Cambor, Kathleen
   In Sunlight, In A Beautiful Garden

Card, Orson Scott
   Saints
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Carey, Peter
Jack Maggs
Oscar And Lucinda
Parrot And Olivier In America
True History Of The Kelly Gang

Carr, Robyn
Woman's Own

Carter, M J
Blake And Avery
1. The Strangler Vine
2. The Infidel Stain
3. The Devil's Feast

Cather, Willa
My Antonia

Catton, Eleanor
The Luminaries

Chase-Riboud, Barbara
Sally Hemings
1. Sally Hemings
2. The President’s Daughter

Chevalier, Tracy
At The Edge Of The Orchard
Remarkable Creatures

Chiaventone, Frederick J.
Moon Of Bitter Cold

Chiaverini, Jennifer
Christmas Bells
Enchantress Of Numbers (2017)
Fates And Traitors
Mrs Grant and Madame Jule
Mrs. Lincoln's Dressmaker
Mrs. Lincoln's Rival
The Spymistress

Clavell, James
Gai-Jin

Coldsmith, Don
South Wind

Combs, Harry
Cat Brules
1. Brules
2. The Scout

Conley, Robert J.
Sequoyah

Cookson, Catherine
The Parson's Daughter
The Rag Nymph

Tilly Trotter
1. Tilly
2. Tilly Wed
3. Tilly Alone

Coplin, Keith
Crofton's Fire

Crane, Teresa
The Hawthorne Heritage

Crichton, Michael
The Great Train Robbery

Cunningham, M. Allen
The Green Age Of Asher
Witherow

Dallas, Sandra
The Bride's House
The Chili Queen

Davis, Patrick K.
A Midnight Carol

Delderfield, R. F.
Seven Men Of Gascony

Denker, Henry
The Healers

Dew, Robb Forman
The Evidence Against Her

Diliberto, Gilia
I Am Madame X

Dillard, Annie
The Living

Doig, Ivan
Dancing At The Rascal Fair

Donnelly, Jennifer
The Winter Rose

Donoghue, Emma
Frog Music

Drueett, Joan
Abigail

Drummond, Emma
Beyond All Frontiers
Forget The Glory

Dudman, Clare
98 Reasons For Being

Dumas, Alexandre
The Count Of Monte Cristo

D’Artagnan (Three Musketeers)
1. The Three Musketeers
2. Twenty Years After
3. Ten Years Later (had 3 parts)
   1. The Vicomte De Bragelonne
   2. Louise De La Valliere
   3. The Man In The Iron Mask

Dykeman, Wilma
The Tall Woman

Eco, Umberto
The Prague Cemetery

Eden, Dorothy
The Salamanca Drum

Edwards, Anne
The Hesitant Heart

Eickhoff, Randy Lee
And Not To Yield

Ellis, Virginia
The Wedding Dress

Elrod, P.N.
On Her Majesty’s Psychic Service
1. The Hanged Man

Ewing, Barbara
The Trespass

Faber, Michael
The Crimson Petal And The White

Fast, Howard
The American, A Middle Western Legend

Fellowes, Julian
Belgravia

Flanagan, Thomas
The Tenants Of Time

Follett, Ken
A Dangerous Fortune

Forbath, Peter
The Last Hero

Forsyth, Kate
The Wild Girl

Franklin, Tom
Hell At The Breech

Frazier, Charles
Cold Mountain

Garcia y Robertson, Rodrigo
American Woman

Gear, W. Michael
The Morning River
Coyote Summer

Flight of The Hawk
1. The River (2018)

Ghosh, Amitav
Ibis Trilogy
1. Sea Of Poppies
2. River Of Smoke
3. Flood Of Fire

Gilbert, Elizabeth
The Signature Of All Things

Gist, Deeanne
Tiffany Girl

Glancy, Diane
Stone Heart

Godshalk, C.S.
Kalimantaan

Goldman, Francisco
The Divine Husband

Goldreich, Gloria
West To Eden

Goodwin, Daisy
The American Heiress

Gordon, Noah
Shaman

Graham, Heather
Runaway

Grenville, Kate
The Secret River
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Griesemer, John
Signal & Noise

Hackman, Gene & Danile Lenihan
Wake Of The Perdido Star

Hall, Brian
I Should Be Extremely Happy In Your Company

Harper, Karen
Circle Of Gold
The Wings Of Morning

Harrigan, Stephen
The Gates Of The Alamo

Harris, C.S.
Sebastian St. Cyr
1. What Angels Fear
2. When Gods Die
3. Why Mermaids Sing
4. Where Serpents Sleep
5. What Remains Of Heaven
6. Where Shadows Dance
7. When Maidens Mourn
8. What Darkness Brings
9. Why Kings Confess
10. Who Buries The Dead
11. When Falcons Fall
12. Where The Dead Lies

Hart, Lenore
The Raven’s Bride

Hepinstall, Kathy
Blue Asylum

Heyer, Georgette
The Spanish Bride

Hicks, Robert
The Orphan Mother

Holland, Cecelia
The Ordinary Woman

Holman, Sheri
The Dress Lodger

Horowitz, Anthony
Moriarty

Huebner, Andrew
American By Blood

Hughes, Andrew
The Convictions Of John Delahunt

Hughes, Glyn
Brontë

Hugo, Victor
Les Misérables

Hunt, Caroline Rose
Primrose Past

Hunt, Laird
Neverhome

Iagnemma, Karl
The Expeditions

Jakes, John
California Gold

James, P.D.
Death Comes To Pemberley

Japin, Arthur
The Two Hearts Of Kwasi Boachi

Jiles, Paulette
News Of The World

Johnson, Charles
Middle Passage

Jones, Edward P.
The Known World

Krivak, Andrew
The Sojourn

Lawrence, Margaret
The Iceweaver

Lent, Jeffrey
A Slant Of Light
In The Fall

Leo, Forrest
The Gentleman

Levy, Lawrence H.
Mary Handley Mystery
1. Second Street Station
2. Brooklyn On Fire
3. Last Stop In Brooklyn (2018)

Love, Dorothy
Mrs. Lee And Mrs. Gray

Macallister, Greer
Girl In Disguise

Margolin, Phillip
Worthy Brown’s Daughter

Marguelles, Phillip
Belle Cora

Martin, Valeri
Property

McBride, James
The Good Lord Bird

McCai, Donald
Rhett Butler’s People

McDonald, Roger
Mr. Darwin’s Shooter

McKay, Ami
The Witches Of New York

McKinney, Meagan
The Merry Widow

Michener, James A.
The Eagle And The Raven
Journey

Middleton, Haydn
Grimm’s Last Fairytaile

Moore, Susanna
One Last Look

Moran, Michelle
Rebel Queen

Morgan, Robert
The Truest Pleasure

Morrell, David
Thomas De Quincey
1. Murder As A Fine Art
2. Inspector Of The Dead
3. Ruler Of The Night

Muller, Marcia
Carpenter and Quincannon
1. The Bughouse Affair
2. The Spook Lights Affair
3. The Body Snatcher Affair
4. The Plague Of Thieves Affair
5. The Dangerous Ladies Affair

Naslund, Sena Jeter
Ahab’s Wife

Nattel, Lilian
The Singing Fire

Nevin, David
1812
Dream West
Eagle’s Cry

Nicholson, William
Amherst

Pataki, Allison
Sisi: Empress On Her Own

Pearl, Matthew
The Last Bookaneer

Perry, Anne
William Monk
1. The Face Of A Stranger
2. A Dangerous Mourning
3. Defend And Betray
4. A Sudden, Fearful Death
5. The Sins Of The Wolf
6. Cain His Brother
7. Weighed In The Balance
8. The Silent Cry
9. A Breach Of Promise
10. The Twisted Root
11. Slaves Of Obsession
12. Funeral In Blue
13. Death Of A Stranger
14. The Shifting Tide
15. Dark Assassin
16. Execution Dock
17. Acceptable Loss
18. A Sunless Sea
20. Blood On The Water
21. Corridors Of The Night
22. Revenge In A Cold River
23. An Echo Of Murder (2017)

Peters, Elizabeth
Amelia Peabody
1. Crocodile On The

** The Fort Smith Public Library does not currently have the books in italics.**
Robson, Lucia St. Clair
Light A Distant Fire

Robuck, Erika
The House Of The Hawthorne

Roiphe, Anne
An Imperfect Lens

Rothman, Claire
The Heart Specialist

Safire, William
Scandalmonger

Santiago, Esmeralda
Conquistadora

Schoenewaldt, Pamela
When We Were Strangers

Schwarz, Christina
The Edge Of The Earth

Shaara, Jeff
Gone For Soldiers

Sheehan, Jacqueline
Truth

Shepard, Karen
The Celestials

Sickels, Noélie
The Shopkeeper’s Wife

Skimin, Robert
Walking West

Slotkin, Richard
The River And The Horsemen

Stirling, Jessica
Nicholas Quartet

*this series starts in the 19th century and ends in the 20th century

1. The Good Provider
2. The Asking Price
3. The Wise Child
4. The Welcome Light

Stone, Irving
Depths Of Glory

Styron, William
The Confessions Of Nat Turner

Thackeray, William Makepeace
Vanity Fair

**The Fort Smith Public Library does not currently have the books in italics.**